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Image: a Canada lynx chasing a snowshoe hare.
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Outline
• Snow Processes & Refugia

• Climate Change

• NW CASC Project: Estimating the spatial and temporal extent of 
snowpack properties in complex terrain: Leveraging novel data to adapt 
wildlife and habitat management practices to climate change

• Preliminary Results – It’s a work in progress!

• Future Directions

We’re about 8 months into this project, so the information presented is preliminary.
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Snow Processes in Complex Terrain

Snow processes can be very complicated in complex terrain. Topography, canopy 
cover, and weather processes can cause snow to be highly variable on very small 
spatial scales.

Image: a graphic depicting different snow conditions based on topography, canopy, 
and weather.
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Snow Heterogeneity
Hugh Carey

Topography

 Slope and aspect
 Elevation
 Concavity
 Cold-air drainage
 Scour and deposition
 Avalanching

Vegetation
 Canopy interception
 Shortwave radiation
 Longwave radiation

Different landscape factors influence snow accumulation and melt/sublimation rates.

When topography and vegetation conditions at a site are ideal for retaining snow, 
these sites can be called “snow refugia.”

Image 1: a mountainside with variable snow cover.
Image 2: understory with variable snow cover.
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Climate Change

Snowfall

Snow Water 
Equivalent (SWE)

Earlier Snow Disappearance 
Date (SDD) 

Midwinter Melt

There are now shallower snow depths on average that disappear more quickly and 
store less water that can be released into ecosystems in the spring.

Image: a plot of snowfall trends in the contiguous United States, with red circles 
showing declines in snowfall and blue circles showing increases in snowfall.
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Climate Change

Temperature

Snow Density & 
Hardness

Taos Avalanche Center

Rain-on-Snow 
Events

Freeze-Thaw 
Cycling

Temperatures now go above freezing in the winter more frequently, so snow more 
quickly transitions from powder to dense snow. When precipitation falls, it may fall as 
rain rather than snow. 

Image: a rain-on-snow event in a forest.
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Example:
Snowdrift
Transient 
Refugium

Hydrologic Heterogeneity

Pockets that hold huge amounts of drifted snow can become aspen refugia. These 
patches can make up very little of a landscape but be biodiversity hotspots in 
otherwise barren landscapes. 

Image: a snow-covered landscape containing an aspen grove that is almost entirely 
covered in snow.
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Example:
Small
Forest
Gaps

Lots of work has been done on snow processes in forests for hydrology but less on 
snow processes as they pertain to wildlife.

Images: screenshots of journal articles that focus on snow processes in forests.
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Snow and Wildlife

• Snow refugia can provide 
critical habitat for snow-
dependent wildlife species
 snowshoe hare
 wolverine

• Snow density and hardness 
play an important role in 
determining winter severity

Lindsey Barnard

David Grubbs

Snow-dependent wildlife species may depend on snow cover (i.e. snowshoe hare and 
other coat color-changing species) or snow depth (i.e. wolverine and other 
subnivean-dwelling species) for survival. 

Knowing about snow properties is relevant for any wildlife species that has to cope 
with snow in the winter (i.e. movement through 50cm of powdery snow does not 
cost the same amount of energy as movement through 50cm of wet and heavy 
snow).

Image 1: two snowshoe hares, one with a mostly brown coat and one with a mostly 
white coat.
Image 2: a pronghorn sunk up to its nose in snow.
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Project Question:
Location of snow refugia in complex terrain?

Potential Approaches:

• Remote sensing
• Too coarse scale

• Physically-based snow modeling
• Process interactions too complex

• Remote Cameras 
• Balance of scale and accuracy
• Widely used

• Development of empirical model

• Identify conditions that promote 
refugia…

• Conserve snow refugia…

Current snow data sources do not provide data that are sufficient for identifying snow 
refugia on very fine scales, either because they are too coarse to pick up fine-scale 
variations in topography and elevation or because they are too data-intensive and 
complex to be practical.

Solution: remote cameras. Remote cameras provide very fine-scale temporal and 
spatial resolution with comparatively little effort. Plus, they are already widely used 
for wildlife studies.

Image: A snow station in a canopy gap within a forest.
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Project Questions

How can useful snow and hydrometeorological data be derived from remote camera 
imagery?

1. Air temperature
2. Snow depth
3. Snow covered area
4. Precipitation phase

Goal 1a: develop methods to derive snow depth and cover from camera images.
Goal 1b: develop model to correct biases in temperatures recorded by cameras based 
on canopy information and camera direction.
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Study Area

• Moscow Mountain (Latah County, ID)

• Variety in topography and canopy cover

Topographic & canopy cover variation on Moscow Mountain gives us a wide variety of 
snow conditions to sample.

Image 1: A map showing the study area, Moscow Mountain (Latah county, Idaho).
Image 2: A photograph of Moscow Mountain (Latah county, ID).
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Pilot Season Methods

• 27 Reconyx Hyperfire cameras 
stratified by:
o Canopy cover 

o Elevation

o Slope aspect

• Hourly photographs

• Snow stakes to measure snow depth

• LogTag temperature loggers in 
radiation shields

• Hemispheric photographs
• Radiation estimation

Cameras were stratified to capture a wide range of snow conditions.

Snow in images was measured hourly using a snow stake in the camera viewshed.

Radiation shields give us more confidence in LogTag temperature measurements that 
let us evaluate bias in camera temperature measurements.

Hemispheric photographs allow us to 1) more precisely measure canopy cover and 2) 
estimate hourly direct and diffuse solar radiation.

Image 1: a Reconyx game camera used in the study.
Image 2: a snow measuring stake used in the study.
Image 3: a LogTag temperature logger in a radiation shield used in the study.
Image 4: an example hemispheric photograph with sun plot, azimuths, and zeniths. 
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Results – Virtual Snow Stake

n = 18

Method developed by author to superimpose a snow measuring stake onto images. 

1. Color photograph containing a physical measuring stake.
2. “Contours” (measurements of how different one pixel is from the pixels around it) 

displayed as a black-and-white image.
3. Contours of the measuring stake recolored in the original photograph.
4. Contour pixels recolored in a new photograph that does not contain a measuring 

stake.

R package available at <github.com/kaitlynstrickfaden/contourr>.

Images: described above.
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Results – Temperature Bias

n = 18

1:1 line indicates where LogTag and camera perfectly agreed in their temperature 
measurements. Points below the 1:1 line indicate that the camera recorded a higher 
temperature, while points above the 1:1 line indicate that the LogTag recorded a 
higher temperature.

While some camera and LogTag pairs agreed pretty well (top 2 plots), other pairs did 
not (bottom 2 plots).

Image: four scatterplots showing differences in temperatures recorded by cameras 
and LogTag temperature loggers.
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Results – Temperature Bias

n = 18
• Generalized additive model (GAM)

• Response: difference between 
LogTag temperatures and camera 
temperatures

• Significant predictors:
• Camera direction

• Canopy cover

• Diffuse radiation

• Direct radiation

Best-fit model to describe differences in temperatures included camera direction, 
canopy cover, diffuse radiation, and direct radiation.

The final model will hopefully be one that will allow a user to input site 
characteristics and camera temperatures and will then output the predicted actual 
temperature (with some confidence).

Image: scatterplots showing differences in temperatures recorded by cameras and 
LogTag temperature loggers.
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Project Questions

1. How can useful snow and hydrometeorological data be derived from remote camera 
imagery?

2. What biophysical conditions explain snow hardness?

3. What landscape features promote snow retention in forests? 

Montana FWP Jo Hoffman

Goal 1a: develop methods to derive snow depth and cover from camera images.
Goal 1b: develop model to correct biases in temperatures recorded by cameras based 
on canopy and camera direction.

Goal 2: Build a snow hardness model to model snow properties at fine scales.
Goal 3: Build a snow refugia model to identify snow refugia.

Image 1: a white-tailed deer up to its neck in snow.
Image 2: a western bumble bee on a plant stem.
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Season 2 Methods

• 148 camera stations

• Virtual snow stake

• Snow density and snow hardness 
measurements every 2-4 weeks

• GAM’s to model snow hardness and snow 
retention based on site characteristics, 
snow depth and density, and weather

Tingjun Zhang

Duplication of camera sites and targeting of areas of interest (concavities, canopy 
gaps, etc.).

Snow density and hardness measurements will be taken regularly to track changes in 
snow properties.

Image 1: a snow pit with several snow density samples taken.
Image 2: a diagram of a snow penetrometer.
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Projected Outcomes

• Snow refugia model will allow us to map priority areas for conservation of 
snow-dependent wildlife species

• Better knowledge of snow properties can lead to more effective post-winter 
management of wildlife

Steven Gnam

Jacob Frank

By knowing where snow refugia are and what landscape factors contributed to them 
being snow refugia, we can suggest habitat manipulations to promote snow 
retention.

By knowing more about snow properties on fine scales, we can have a better idea of 
how severe a winter is to better guess how a population fared in the winter. Ex. 
Knowing that a winter had very dense and hard snow that made foraging and 
escaping predation more difficult would allow us to adjust elk harvest quotas to 
account for greater over-winter elk mortality.

Image 1: a wolverine on hard snow.
Image 2: a bull elk digging for forage.
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Thank You and 
Questions?

For further questions, feel free to contact:

tlink@uidaho.edu
stri7929@vandals.uidaho.edu
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